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Abstract
We study the quantum spectral curve of the Argyres-Douglas theories in the
Nekrasov-Sahashvili limit of the Omega-background. Using the ODE/IM correspon-
dence we investigate the quantum integrable model corresponding to the quantum
spectral curve. We show that the models for the A2N -type theories are non-unitary
coset models (A1)1 × (A1)L/(A1)L+1 at the fractional level L = 22N+1 − 2, which
appear in the study of the 4d/2d correspondence of N = 2 superconformal field the-
ories. Based on the WKB analysis, we clarify the relation between the Y-functions
and the quantum periods and study the exact Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condi-
tion for the quantum periods. We also discuss the quantum spectral curves for the
D and E type theories.
1 Introduction
The Argyres-Douglas (AD) theory is a strongly coupled N = 2 superconformal field
theory in four dimensions, where mutually non-local monopoles/dyons become massless
[1]. The AD theory is realized by degeneration of the Seiberg-Witten (SW) curve of
N = 2 gauge theories [2, 3]. More general methods to obtain the AD theories are to
use the hypersurface singularities in type IIB superstrings [4] or the Hitchin systems [5].
Recently there has been recognized a remarkable correspondence between 4d N = 2
superconformal field theories and 2d conformal field theories [6]. For the AD theories
this correspondence is confirmed by comparing the central charges in both theories and
calculating the superconformal indices and the characters of the 2d chiral algebras [7, 8].
It has been conjectured that a class of the AD theories correspond to non-unitary W
minimal models [4, 5, 9]. Recently this conjecture has been proved by using the Hitchin
system [10].
One can study N = 2 theories in the Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit of the Ω-background
[11]. The SW curve is quantized where the deformation parameter plays a role of the
Planck constant [12]. In particular Gaiotto studied the quantized SW curve for the A1 and
A2-type AD theories and compared the wave functions for the quantum curves with the
solutions of the thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz (TBA) equations [13]. The ADE-type TBA
equations and the associated Y-systems were obtained in [14] from the analysis of the wall-
crossing of the BPS spectrum [15]. For the An-type AD theory the quantum spectral curve
becomes the second order ordinary differential equation with the (n+1)-th order potential.
It turns out that the same ODE appears in the context of the ODE/IM correspondence.
So it would be interesting to apply the method of the ODE/IM correspondence to the
quantum spectral curve of the AD theories. We will find the integrable model represented
by conformal field theory has the same properties as the CFT predicted by the 4d/2d
correspondence.
The ODE/IM correspondence describes a relation between the spectral analysis ap-
proach of ordinary differential equation (ODE) and the functional relations approach to
the 2d quantum integrable model (IM) [16, 17, 18]. The ordinary differential equations
for the integrable models associated with the Bethe equations of a classical Lie algebra g
1
have been proposed in [19]. For a general Lie algebra g, it is obtained from the conformal
limit of the linear problem for the modified affine Toda field equations associated with gˆ∨,
while the full linear problem describes the massive version of the ODE/IM correspondence
[20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] (see also [27] for a classical Lie algebra case). Here gˆ denotes the
untwisted affine Lie algebra of g and gˆ∨ the Langlands dual of gˆ. The Stokes coefficients
of the solutions of the ODE are represented by the Wronskians. They satisfy the func-
tional relations called the T-systems and the Y-systems. We can identify the associated
integrable models from the TBA equations which are obtained from the Y-system [28].
In this paper we study the quantum spectral curves of the AD theories of the ADE-
type from the viewpoint of the ODE/IM correspondence. In particular we discuss the
Y-system and the TBA equations for the An-type AD theories without flavor symmetry.
We find that the integrable model is identified with the non-unitary minimal model which
is predicted by the 4d/2d correspondence.
This paper is organized as follows: In sec. 2, we review the quantum deformation of the
Seiberg-Witten curve of the AD theory. In sec. 3, we study the quantum spectral curves
of the An-type AD theories via the ODE/IM correspondence. We construct the T-/Y-
systems from the quantum spectral curves and find the corresponding two-dimensional
conformal field theories. We study the explicit relation between the Y-functions and the
quantum periods and the exact Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition satisfied by the
quantum periods. In sec. 4, We study the (Am, An)-type AD theories and construct the T-
/Y-system. We also discuss a generalization to the Dn and En type AD theories in sec. 5.
Sec. 6 contains conclusions and discussion. In the appendix the matrix representations of
the E-type Lie algebras are presented.
2 Quantum SW curve for the Argyres-Douglas theory
In this section we review the Seiberg Witten curve of the Argyres-Douglas theory [1] and
its quantum deformation. We will consider the AD theory obtained by the degeneration
of the SW curve of N = 2 gauge theory with gauge group G of ADE-type [29]. The
SW curve for the gauge group G of a Lie algebra g is obtained as the spectral curve
of the periodic Toda lattice associated with the dual of its affine Lie algebra gˆ∨ and a
2
representation R of g [30]. After the degeneration of the curve, the SW curve becomes
(see [31] for a review)
ξ2 = WR
g
(x, u1, . . . , un), (1)
where WR
g
is the superpotential of a variable x and the Coulomb moduli parameters
u1, . . . , un. Here n denotes the rank of g. For example, W
n+1
An
for the Lie algebra An and
the (n+ 1)-dimensional fundamental representation n+ 1 is given by
W
n+1
An
= xn+1 − u1xn−1 − · · · − un−1x− un. (2)
The SW differential for the curve (1) is defined by λSW = ξdx. This differential determines
a symplectic structure dλSW = dξ ∧ dx in the (ξ, x)-space.
Now we consider the AD theory deformed in the NS limit of the Ω-background [11].
In this limit, the deformed theory can be described by the quantum spectral curve, where
ξ becomes a differential operator ξˆ = −ǫ d
dx
. The quantum spectral curve is defined by a
differential equation
(−ǫ2∂2x +WRg (x, u1, . . . , un))ψ(x) = 0. (3)
Let us consider the An type theory which has the superpotential with u1 = · · · =
un−1 = 0 and un = −v,
W
n+1
An
(x) = xn+1 + v. (4)
Then (3) becomes
(−ǫ2∂2x + xn+1 + v)ψ(x) = 0. (5)
Rescaling x and v as
x = ǫ
2
n+3z, v = −ǫ 2(n+1)n+3 E, (6)
we get the differential equation
(−∂2z + zn+1 − E)ψ(z) = 0. (7)
3
This is the ODE appearing in the ODE/IM correspondence [16, 17] without the potential
term ℓ(ℓ+1)
z2
, which produces non-trivial monodromy around the origin.
We can apply this procedure to the spectral curve ξm+1 = xn+1+v, which corresponds
to the (Am, An)-type AD theories [4, 7]. Rescaling x and v to z and E, respectively, we
obtain the quantum spectral curve
(
(−1)m∂m+1z + zn+1 −E
)
ψ(z) = 0. (8)
This belongs to the special class of the Am-type ODE [32], whose solutions have trivial
monodromy around the origin. In this paper, we call the equation (8) the (Am, An)-type
ODE. The quantum curve (7) corresponds to the (A1, An)-type ODE.
The (Am, An)-type ODE and the (An, Am)-type ODE are related to each other by
the Fourier transformation in (ξ, x)-space. This equivalence between the (Am, An) and
(An, Am)-type AD theories has been observed in [7].
In the following we will study the An type quantum spectral curve using the ODE/IM
correspondence. We investigate the integrable model using the functional relations which
are obtained from the ODE.
3 An-type quantum spectral curve
In this section we study the quantum spectral curve of the (A1, An)-type AD theories
using the ODE/IM correspondence. After reviewing the ODE/IM correspondence [18], we
discuss the T-/Y-system obtained from the (A1, An)-type ODE and the related integrable
model. Based on the WKB analysis, we study the relation between the Y-functions and
the quantum periods, and study the exact Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition for
the quantum periods.
3.1 (A1, An)-type ODE
We study the ODE/IM correspondence for the quantum spectral curve (7). Let y(z, E)
be a solution of the differential equation (7), which decays along the real positive axis as
y(z, E) ∼ z
−n+1
4√
2i
exp
(
−z
n+3
2
n+3
2
)
, |z| → ∞. (9)
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This is called the subdominant solution, which is uniquely defined in the sector S0 :
|arg(z)| < π
n+3
. Since the differential equation (7) is invariant under the rescaling (z, E)→
(ωz, ω−2E) with ω = e
2pii
n+3 , one can define the Symanzik rotation of y(z, E) by
yk(z, E) = ω
k
2 y(ω−kz, ω2kE), (10)
for an integer k. yk(z, E) is the subdominant solution in the sector Sk : |arg(z)− 2kπn+3 | <
π
n+3
.
There are n + 3 sectors S0, . . . ,Sn+2 which cover the complex z-plane. Since both yk
and yk+n+3 are subdominant in the same sector Sk, yk+n+3(z) is proportional to yk(e−2πiz).
Moreover the solutions of (7) have trivial monodromy around z = 0. We find
yk+n+3(z) ∝ yk(e−2πiz) = yk(z). (11)
This relation is important to determine the boundary conditions of the T-/Y-system.
We define the Wronskian
Wk,i := yky
′
i − y′kyi (12)
for the solutions yk and yi. Wk,i is independent of z and is regarded as a function of E.
We can choose {y0, y1} as a basis of the solutions of the ODE because W0,1 6= 0. We
have determined the normalization factor in (9) such that W0,1 = 1. From the Symanzik
rotation (10), we have Wk,i(ω
2E) = Wk+1,i+1(E), which leads to Wk,k+1 = 1.
We expand yk in the basis {y0, y1} as
yk = −W1,ky0 +W0,ky1. (13)
We define the T-functions Ts(E) by
Ts(E) = W
[−(s+1)]
0,s+1 , (14)
where we have used the notation f [j](E) := f(ωjE). From the Plücker relation of the
2× 2 determinants
Wk1,k2Wk3,k4 = Wk1,k4Wk3,k2 +Wk3,k1Wk4,k2, (15)
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we obtain the T-system:
T [+1]s T
[−1]
s = Ts+1Ts−1 + 1. (16)
It is obvious that T−1 = 0 and T0 = 1 from their definitions. From (11) we find the
boundary conditions: Tn+1 = const. and Tn+2 = 0. We introduce the Y-functions by
Ys := Ts−1Ts+1. (17)
The Y-functions satisfy the Y-system:
Y [+1]s Y
[−1]
s = (1 + Ys−1)(1 + Ys+1). (18)
The boundary conditions for the Y-functions are Y0 = Yn+1 = 0. Then (18) becomes the
An−type Y-system.
3.2 TBA equation and the central charge
From the Y-system (18), we will obtain the Thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz (TBA) equa-
tions [28, 18]. We introduce the parameter θ by eθ/µ = E where µ = n+3
2(n+1)
. We also
introduce the pseudo-energy by
ǫs(θ) = log Ys(θ), s = 1, . . . , n. (19)
It is known that the pseudo-energy take the form mkLe
θ for large θ [33, 18]. The coeffi-
cients msL of e
θ are determined by the Y-system as
ǫs(θ) ∼ msLeθ, msL = b0
2
sin(
πs
n+ 1
), s = 1, . . . , n. (20)
Here b0 is given by [18]
b0
2
= −2Γ(−µ)Γ(µ+
1
2
)√
π
cos(
π
n+ 1
). (21)
With this asymptotics (20), one can convert the Y-system to the TBA equations
ǫs(θ) = msLe
θ − 1
2π
n∑
s′=1
∫ ∞
−∞
dθ′φss′(θ − θ′) log(1 + e−ǫs′ )(θ′), s = 1, . . . , n (22)
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where the integration kernel φss′(θ) is obtained as the Fourier transformation of
φ˜ss′(p) = −2π
n∑
l=1
(2δsl cosh
(πp
h
)
−Gsl)−1Gls′. (23)
Here h = n+ 1 is the Coxeter number of An and Gsl is the incidence matrix of An.
From the TBA equation (22), we can evaluate the ground state energy as
E0(L) = −πceff
6L
, (24)
where
ceff =
3
2π2
n∑
s=1
∫ ∞
−∞
dθmsLe
θ log(1 + e−ǫs(θ))dθ. (25)
In the UV limit, the effective central charge is evaluated as
ceff =
n
n + 3
. (26)
For even n, due to the double counting of the nodes by the identification s↔ (n+ 1)− s
of the An Dynkin diagram, there is a factor of two difference from the central charge
of the parafermionic CFT [18]. The central charge (26) is also obtained from the NLIE
approach [18].
The effective central charge (26) corresponds to that of the non-unitary CFT with the
central charge c = 1− 3(n+1)2
n+3
and the primary field with the lowest conformal dimension
∆min =
1−(n+1)2
8(n+3)
, where the effective central charge is defined by ceff := c− 24∆min. For
even n, this non-unitary CFT is identified with the minimal model M2,n+3 [34]. This
minimal model is also realized by the coset CFT with fractional level [35]
(A1)1 × (A1)L
(A1)L+1
, L =
2
n+ 1
− 2. (27)
The correspondence between (7) and (27) was also confirmed by using other functional
relations such as Baxter’s T-Q relations and the quantum Wronskians [34, 36].
Let us compare this 2d integrable model (27) obtained from the ODE/IM correspon-
dence with the 2d CFT obtained by the 4d/2d correspondence. The chiral algebra corre-
sponding to AD theories (with no flavor symmetry) engineered from the M5 branes have
been classified in [9]. Here we focus on the AD theory without flavor symmetry. For the
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An-type AD theories where n is even, the corresponding 2d CFT is the coset CFT (27).
Moreover in [14] the TBA equations have been derived from the BPS spectrum [15]. For
the An-type AD theories, the Y-system is exactly the same as (18).
3.3 Y-functions and quantum periods
We now study the WKB solution of the quantum spectral curve (3). The WKB solution
ψ(x) of (3) takes the form
ψ(x) = c(ǫ) exp
(
±1
ǫ
∫ x
P (x′)dx′
)
, (28)
where c(ǫ) is a constant and P (x) satisfies
P (x)2 ± ǫP ′(x)− P0(x)2 = 0, (29)
with P0(x) := (W
R
g
(x))
1
2 . Substituting the expansion P (x) =
∑∞
n=0 ǫ
nPn(x), Pn(x) can
be determined recursively. It is convenient to decompose P (x) into two parts:
P (x) = Peven(x) + Podd(x), (30)
where Peven(x) =
∑∞
m=0 ǫ
2mP2m(x) and Podd(x) =
∑∞
m=0 ǫ
2m+1P2m+1(x). Podd(x) can be
written in terms of Peven(x) as
Podd(x) = ∓ ǫ
2
∂x logPeven(x). (31)
Now we consider the (A1, An)-type ODE (5) where P0(x) = (x
n+1 + v)1/2. The sub-
dominant solutions yk(z, E) of (7) are regarded as the function of x and are parametrized
by v and ǫ, which are denoted by yk(x, v, ǫ). In this parametrization of the solution, the
Symanzik rotation (z, E)→ (ωz, ω−2E) is also realized by ǫ→ −ǫ. The WKB expansion
of yk(x, v, ǫ) is obtained as
yk(x, v, ǫ) = (−1) k2 c(ǫ) exp
(
δk
ǫ
∫ x
xk
P (x′)dx′
)
, (32)
where c(ǫ) = 1√
2i
ǫ
(n+1)
2(n+3) . Here we have fixed the initial point xk of the contour integration.
δk = ±(−1)k is the sign factor, where the minus sign is taken when the integration variable
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x′ belongs to the sheet ξ = +P0(x) of the Riemann surface ξ2 = P 20 (x). The factor (−1)k
comes from the Symanzik rotation. Equivalently we can choose the plus sign when x′
belongs to the sheet ξ = −P0(x).
We will evaluate the Wronskian Wk,i for the solutions yk and yi. Substituting the
WKB solution (32) into the Wronskian (12), we get
Wk,i = i(−1) k+i2 δk exp
(
δk
ǫ
∫ xi
xk
Peven(x
′)dx′ +
1
2
[logPeven(xi) + logPeven(xk)]
)
. (33)
Here we have chosen the sheets such that the explicit x dependence does not appear in
the expression. This can be done when the condition δk = −δi holds.
We then define the Y-function (17)
Y2j :=
W−j,jW−j−1,j+1
W−j−1,−jWj,j+1
, Y2j+1 =
[
W−j−1,jW−j−2,j+1
W−j−2,−j−1Wj,j+1
][+1]
. (34)
Note that the present Y-functions have also appeared in the study of minimal surface in
AdS3 spacetime [37]. In (34) the normalization factors of Ys are different from those in
(17), where they are simply set to be 1. From (33), the Y-functions (34) are expressed by
the quantum periods [12]
Ys = exp
(
i
(−1)s−1
2
1
ǫ
∮
γs
Peven(t)dt
)
, s = 1, . . . , n, (35)
where γs is the cycles defined as follows. We label the zeros of x
n+1 + v (for even n) as
pm = v
1
n+1 η2m+1 (m = 0, 1, . . . , n
2
) where η = exp( πi
n+1
). Then γ2j+1 are the cycles that
enclose the cut between p−(j+1) and pj (counter)clockwise for odd (even) j. γ2j are the
cycles enclosing p−j and pj (counter)clockwise for even (odd) j. In Fig. 1, we describe the
contours for the A4 case.
We can evaluate log Ys as the power series in ǫ. At the leading order in ǫ, we have
log Ys ∼ i
(−1)s−1
2
Πγs
ǫ
, (36)
where
Πγ2j+1 = 2(−1)j+1I(p−j−1, pj), Πγ2j = 2(−1)jI(p−j, pj) (37)
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Figure 1: The integration contours γs for the Y-functions for the A4 case. The contour
is defined on the Riemann surface ξ2 = x5 + v. The numbers stand for the number of
sectors. The black dots stand for the zeros of x5 + v. The red dot lines are the branch
cuts.
and
I(pm, pm′) :=
∫ pm′
pm
P0(t)dt = v
1
n+1
+ 1
2
∫ η2m′+1
η2m+1
√
tn+1 + 1dt. (38)
The integral is evaluated as
I(pm, pm′) = −ǫ(−E)µ
Γ(µ+ 1
2
)Γ(−µ)√
π
cos(
π
n+ 1
)ηm+m
′+1i sin
(
(m−m′)π
n+ 1
)
. (39)
Therefore the asymptotic behavior of log Ys is given by
log Ys ∼ −(−E)µ
Γ(µ+ 1
2
)Γ(−µ)√
π
cos(
π
n+ 1
)2is−1η
1+(−1)s
2 sin(
sπ
n+ 1
). (40)
This agrees with (20) up to a phase factor of is−1η
1+(−1)s
2 , which comes from the argument
of the integration contour in the complex plane.
3.4 Exact Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition
We have seen that the Y-function is related to the quantum period. For some special
values of E, the quantum periods satisfy the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition.
For a fixed k, we consider the boundary condition for the solution of (7) such that the
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solution decays exponentially at large |z| in the sectors S0 and Sk+1:
ψ(z, E) ∝ y0, z ∈ S0, , ψ(z, E) ∝ yk+1, z ∈ Sk+1. (41)
Since ψ = y0 in S0 can be expressed in terms of the basis yk+1 and yk+2:
y0 =
W0,k+2
Wk+1,k+2
yk+1 +
Wk+1,0
Wk+1,k+2
yk+2. (42)
Then the boundary condition (41) implies that
W0,k+1(E) = 0, (43)
which can be regarded as the condition on the parameter E. This equation can be written
in the form
log Yk(θ + k
πi
n+ 1
) = (2I + 1)πi (44)
for an integer I and a fixed k. At large θ, from (20), this condition is expressed as
mkLe
θ+ kpii
n+1 ∼ (2I + 1)πi, (45)
where I is a large integer. This is the quantization condition for θ. For k = 1, we note
that the condition (45) on E coincides with the one obtained in [33] which is based on
the zeros of W0,2(E) at large E. From (35), (45) is written in the form
(−iη)k− 1+(−1)
k
2
1
ǫ
∮
γk
P0(t)dt ∼ (2I + 1)πi. (46)
This is the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition for the classical period.
We have argued that the appropriate boundary condition of the solution of the quan-
tum spectral curve leads to the condition on the argument of the Y-function and the
quantum deformed period. The convolution term in TBA equation provides the higher
order corrections to the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition.
4 (Am, An)-type quantum spectral curve
In this section, we study the (m+ 1)-th order ODE (8), which is associated with the Lie
algebra Am [19]. We introduce a parameter M by (m + 1)M = n + 1 in (8). Then the
11
ODE (8) becomes (
(−1)m d
m+1
dzm+1
+ z(m+1)M − E
)
ψ(z, E) = 0. (47)
Let y(z, E) be the solution of (47), which is subdominant in the sector S0 : | arg(z)| ≤
π
(m+1)(M+1)
. y(z, E) has asymptotic behavior along the positive real axis as
y(z, E) ∼ z
−mM/2
im/2
√
m+ 1
exp
(
− z
M+1
M + 1
)
, |z| → ∞. (48)
The ODE (47) is invariant under the Symanzik rotation (z, E) → (ωz, ω(m+1)ME) with
ω = e
2pii
n+m+2 . Then for integer k
yk(z, E) = ω
mk/2y(ω−kz, ω−(m+1)MkE) (49)
is the solution which is subdominant in the sector Sk : | arg(z)− 2πk(m+1)(M+1) | ≤ π(m+1)(M+1) .
There are n +m+ 2 sectors S0, . . . ,Sn+m+1 which cover the z-complex plane. Since the
solutions have trivial monodromy around z = 0, we have
y−m+1(z) ∝ y−m+1+m+n+2(z) = yn+3(z). (50)
The Wronskians of the solutions yi1, . . . , yim+1 is defined by
W [yi1, yi2, . . . , yim+1 ] = det


yi1 yi2 · · · yim+1
∂zyi1 ∂zyi2 · · · ∂zyim+1
· · · · · · · · ·
∂m+1z yi1 ∂
m+1
z yi2 · · · ∂m+1z yim+1

 . (51)
The Wronskian (51) is independent of z and is regarded as a function of E. Defining
f [j](E) := f(ω−j
(m+1)M
2 E), the Wronskian satisfies the relation
W [yi1 , yi2, . . . , yim+1]
[+2] = W [yi1+1, yi2+1, . . . , yim+1+1].
Then we introduce the T-functions Ts,l (1 ≤ s ≤ m, l ∈ Z) by
T2mˆ,l = W [y−m+mˆ+1, y−m+mˆ+2, . . . , y−mˆ+1, yl+2−mˆ, yl+3−mˆ, . . . , yl+mˆ+1]
[−l−1],
T2mˆ+1,l = W [y−m+mˆ+1, y−m+mˆ+2, . . . , y−mˆ, yl+1−mˆ, yl+2−mˆ, . . . , yl+mˆ+1]
[−l]. (52)
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From the Plücker relation for the determinants of (m+ 1)× (m+ 1) matrices:
0 = W [yj1, yj2, . . . , yjk−2, yjk−1, yi1]W [yj1, yj2, . . . , yjk−2, yi2, yi3]
−W [yj1 , yj2, . . . , yjk−2, yjk−1, yi2]W [yj1, yj2, . . . , yjk−2, yi1, yi3] (53)
+W [yj1, yj2, . . . , yjk−2, yjk−1, yi3]W [yj1, yj2, . . . , yjk−2, yi1, yi2],
we find that the Ts,l satisfy the functional relations:
T
[+1]
s,l T
[−1]
s,l = Ts,l+1Ts,l−1 + Ts−1,lTs+1,l, s = 1, . . . , m. (54)
Here T0,l = Tm+1,l = 1 and
Ts,−1 = 0, Ts,0 = 1, s = 1, . . . , m. (55)
The condition (50) implies that Ts,n+2 = 0 and Ts,n+1 is a constant. We then get the
(Am, An)-type T-system [39]. We also introduce the Y-function Ys,l by
Ys,l =
Ts−1,lTs+1,l
Ts,l+1Ts,l−1
. (56)
Then from (54) the Y-functions are shown to satisfy
Y
[+1]
s,l Y
[−1]
s,l =
(1 + Ys−1,l)
(1 + Y −1s,l−1)
(1 + Ys+1,l)
(1 + Y −1s,l+1)
. (57)
From the boundary conditions for the T-functions we obtain
Y0,l = 0, Ym+1,l = 0, l = 1, . . . n, (58)
Ys,0 =∞, Ys,n+1 =∞, s = 1, . . . , m. (59)
Using these boundary conditions, (57) becomes the (Am, An)-type Y-system [39]. From
the WKB analysis of the solutions, we may calculate the asymptotic behavior of the Y-
functions at large θ, which leads to the TBA equations. Since the period integral is rather
difficult to evaluate, we left the detailed analysis of the TBA equations for future work.
The integrable model related to the (Am, An)-type ODE has been studied in [19, 40]
based on the NLIE approach. The ODE (47) has been proposed to correspond to the
non-unitary minimal model:
(Am)L × (Am)1
(Am)L+1
, (60)
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with the fractional level L = 1
M
− (m + 1). This is the non-unitary W-minimal model
WAm(p, q) for a pair of coprime integers p = m + 1 and q = m + n + 2. The effective
central charge of this CFT is given by [41]
ceff = m
(
1− (m+ 1)(m+ 2)
pq
)
=
mn
m+ n + 2
. (61)
This 2d CFT corresponds to the (Am, An)-AD theory without flavor symmetry as
predicted by the 4d/2d correspondence [9].
5 Quantum spectral curves for Dn and En cases
In this section we will discuss the quantum spectral curve of the (g, Am)-types, where g
is a simply-laced Lie algebra. We propose that the (g, Am)-type quantum spectral curve
is given by the ODE associated with the conformal limit of the modified affine Toda field
equations associated for the affine Lie algebra gˆ∨. For a classical Lie algebra g the ODEs
have been constructed by [19, 27, 22]. Let us consider the linear problem for the modified
affine Toda field equation for gˆ of a simply laced Lie algebra g of rank n. In the conformal
limit [20, 22, 24], it takes the form:
(∂z + A(z))Ψ(z) = 0, (62)
where A(z) is the connection defined by
A(z) = p(z)
√
n∨0Eα0 +
n∑
i=1
√
n∨i Eαi . (63)
Here α1, . . . , αn are simple roots of g and α0 := −θ where θ denotes the highest root of g.
Eαi (i = 0, . . . n) are the Chevallery generators of gˆ. n
∨
i are the dual Coxeter labels which
are defined by θ∨ =
∑n
i=1 n
∨
i α
∨
i and n
∨
0 = 1. α
∨ := 2α/α2 denotes a coroot of α, which is
normalized as α2 = 2 for a simply-laced Lie algebra. p(z) is a holomorphic function of z
and it is taken to be a polynomial of z. For the (g, Am)-type AD theory, p(z) is chosen
as p(z) = zm+1 −E. The linear problem (62) can be written in the form of the (pseudo-)
ODE for the first component of Ψ(z).
For the An-type Lie algebra, we take the (n+ 1)−dimensional fundamental represen-
tation Eαi = Ei,i+1 (i = 1, . . . , n), Eα0 = En+1,1, where Eij denotes the matrix with the
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elements (Eij)ab = δiaδjb. The ODE for the top component ψ1(z) of Ψ(z) is given by
(
(−1)n∂n+1z + p(z)
)
ψ1 = 0. (64)
Choosing p(x) = zm+1 − E, one obtains the (An, Am)-type quantum spectral curve.
5.1 Dn
For the Dn-type Lie algebra, we construct the quantum spectral curve by using the 2n×2n
matrix representation: Eαi = Ei,i+1 + E2n−i,2n+1−i (i = 1, . . . , n − 1), Eαn = En−1,n+1 +
En,n+2 and Eα0 = E2n−1,1+E2n,2. The linear problem (62) becomes the ODE for the first
component ψ(z) of Ψ(z) as(
d2n−1
dz2n−1
− 2n−1
√
p(z)
d
dz
√
p(z)
)
ψ(z) = 0. (65)
This is a special type of the Dn-type ODE, whose solutions have trivial monodromy
around z = 0 [19]. Let us consider the case p(z) = 21−n(z2 − E) as an example. Then
(65) becomes (
d2n−1
dz2n−1
−
√
z2 − E d
dz
√
z2 − E
)
ψ(z) = 0. (66)
The differential equation has a (2n− 1) dimensional basis of the solutions. We start with
the solution y(z, E) decaying along the positive real axis. From the WKB analysis, it is
found to be
y(z, E) ∼ Cz−1 exp
(
− z
M+1
M + 1
)
, |z| → ∞, (67)
where M = 1
n+1
and C is a constant. y(z, E) is the subdominant solution in the sector
S0 : |arg(z)| < π2n . The ODE (66) is invariant under the rotation (z, E)→ (ωz, ω2E) with
ω = e
2pii
2n . We then define the Symanzik rotated solution yk (k ∈ Z) by
yk(z, E) = ω
aky0(ω
−kz, ω−2kE), (68)
where a is a constant to be determined in the following. yk(x, E) is subdominant in the sec-
tor Sk : |arg(z)− 2πk2n | < π2n . We thus have obtained the set of solutions {y0, y1, . . . , y2n−2}.
However these do not provide the basis of the solutions since their Wronskian is shown to
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be zero. We find the other solution independent of y0, . . . , y2n−3 whose asymptotic form
is given by
ψ0(z) = z
−1 exp(
E
2
z−2 +
E2
4
z−4 + · · · ), |z| → ∞. (69)
The solution is a decaying solution at |z| → ∞ and is invariant under the Symanzik
rotation. We can determine the constants C and a such that their Wronskian is normalized
as
W [yi1, yi1+1, . . . , yi1+2n−3, ψ0] = 1 (70)
for any integer i1. Since the solutions have trivial monodromy at z = 0, yk’s satisfy the
condition:
yk+2n(z) = ω
2nayk(e
−2πiz) = e2πiayk(z). (71)
Let us define f [k](E) := f(ω−kE). Then the Wronskians obey the relation
W [yi1 , yi2, . . . , yi2n−2 , ψ0]
[+2] = W [yi1+1, yi2+1, . . . , yi2n−2+1, ψ0]. (72)
We introduce the T-functions Tˆs,l (1 ≤ s ≤ 2n− 3, l ∈ Z) by
Tˆ2mˆ,l = W [y−r+mˆ+1, y−r+mˆ+2, . . . , y−mˆ+1, yl+2−mˆ, yl+3−mˆ, . . . , yl+mˆ+1, ψ0]
[−l−1],
Tˆ2mˆ+1,l = W [y−r+mˆ+1, y−r+mˆ+2, . . . , y−mˆ, yl+1−mˆ, yl+2−mˆ, . . . , yl+mˆ+1, ψ0]
[−l], (73)
where r = 2n−3. From the Plücker relation (53) for the determinants of (2n−1)×(2n−1)
matrices, we find the functional relations satisfied by the T-functions:
Tˆ
[+1]
s,l Tˆ
[−1]
s,l = Tˆs−1,lTˆs+1,l + Tˆs,l+1Tˆs,l−1, s = 1, . . . , 2n− 3 (74)
where Tˆ0,l = Tˆ2n−2,l = 1. We also have Tˆs,−1 = 0 and Tˆs,0 = 1 (s = 1, 2, . . . , 2n−3) from the
definition (73). Furthermore (71) leads to Tˆs,3 = 0 and Tˆs,2 is constant (s = 1, 2, . . . , 2n−3)
so that only Tˆs,1 is nontrivial. Therefore (74) becomes the (A2n−3, A1)-type T-system.
However Tˆ2n−2−a,1 and Tˆa,1 are not independent. This implies that the T-system is not a
generic (A2n−3, A1)-type one. In the following we will investigate the T-system for the D3
and D4 cases in detail.
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For D3, from (70) the C and a can be fixed as C =
√
i
2
and a = −1
4
. Tˆs,1 (s = 1, 2, 3)
satisfy a (A3, A1)-type T-system (74). The condition (71) leads to Tˆ
[+6]
1,1 = iTˆ3,1, Tˆ
[+6]
2,1 =
−Tˆ2,1. After rescaling Ts = (−i)s/2Tˆs,1, we obtain the A3-type T-system with the boundary
condition T4 = −1. This can also be seen from the fact that theD3-type ODE is equivalent
to that of A3 [19].
We next consider the D4 case where the constants are fixed as C = i1/6√6 and a = 1. Tˆs,l
satisfy the (A5, A1) T-system (74), which is given by
Tˆ
[+1]
1,1 Tˆ
[−1]
1,1 = Tˆ1,2 + Tˆ2,1, Tˆ
[+1]
2,1 Tˆ
[−1]
2,1 = Tˆ2,2 + Tˆ1,1Tˆ3,1, Tˆ
[+1]
3,1 Tˆ
[−1]
3,1 = Tˆ3,2 + Tˆ2,1Tˆ4,1
Tˆ
[+1]
4,1 Tˆ
[−1]
4,1 = Tˆ4,2 + Tˆ3,1Tˆ5,1, Tˆ
[+1]
5,1 Tˆ
[−1]
5,1 = Tˆ5,2 + Tˆ4,1, (75)
where Tˆ1,2 = Tˆ5,2 = Tˆ3,2 = −1, Tˆ2,2 = Tˆ4,2 = 1. (71) leads to the periodicity conditions:
Tˆ
[−8]
5,1 = −Tˆ1,1, Tˆ [−8]4,1 = Tˆ2,1, Tˆ [−8]3,1 = −Tˆ3,1. (76)
We now introduce the new T-function Ts,l (s = 1, 2, 3, 4 and l ∈ Z) by
Tˆ1,l = T1,l, Tˆ2,l = T2,l, Tˆ3,l = T3,lT4,l, (77)
Tˆ4,l − Tˆ2,l = T3,l+1T3,l−1 + T4,l+1T4,l−1. (78)
The non-trivial T-system exists when T3,−1 = T4,−1 = 0 and T3,3 = T4,3 = 0. Furthermore,
we can rescale the T-functions to set T3,0 = T4,0 = 1. Then the relation of T
[+1]
3,l T
[−1]
3,l in
(75) factorizes, which leads to the (D4, A1)-type T-system:
T
[+]
1,l T
[−]
1,l = T1,l+1Tl−1 + T2,lT0,l, T
[+]
2,l T
[−]
2,l = T2,l+1 + T1,lT3,lT4,l,
T
[+]
3,l T
[−]
3,l = T3,l+1T3,l−1 + T2,l, T
[+]
4,l T
[−]
4,l = T4,l+1T4,l−1 + T2,l. (79)
We have redefined the T-functions to construct the D4-type T-system. For n ≥ 5, it
would be possible to construct the Dn-type T-system by some redefinitions. Note that
one can also redefine the Q-functions which satisfy the Dn-type Bethe ansatz equations
from the An-type Q-fucntions [19].
We now investigate the relation to the (Dn, Am)-type AD theories. For the (Dn, Am)-
type AD theories without flavor symmetry m must be even [9]. Let us choose p(z) =
17
21−n(zm+1−E) in (65) with even m. In [19, 40] the ODE has been proposed to correspond
to the non-unitary WD minimal model:
(Dn)L × (Dn)1
(Dn)L+1
(80)
with the fractional level L = 2n−2
m+1
− (2n− 2). Thus the ODE/IM correspondence for the
Dn-type ODE leads to the relation between this CFT and the (Dn, Am)-type AD theory,
which is predicted by the 4d/2d correspondence [9].
5.2 E6, E7 and E8
We next write down the quantum spectral curves for exceptional type Lie algebras E6
and E7 explicitly. In the case of E6, we use the 27-dimensional representation to get the
linear system (∂ + A)Ψ = 0 where Ψ = t(ψ1, . . . , ψ27). Using a basis of E6 given in the
appendix, we can rewrite the linear system into the pseudo-differential equation for the
top component ψ1 of Ψ, which is given by
6(p′ + 3p∂)∂−9(2p′ + 3p∂)ψ1 +
1√
3
p(5)ψ1 +
367
√
3
24
p(4)ψ
(1)
1 +
21
√
3
2
p(3)ψ
(2)
1
+
39
√
3
2
p(2)ψ
(3)
1 +
75
√
3
4
p(1)ψ
(4)
1 +
15
√
3
2
pψ
(5)
1 −
1
32 · 27ψ
(17)
1 = 0. (81)
Here we introduced a formal inverse differential operator ∂−1.
In the case of E7, we use the 56-dimensional representation given in the appendix
to get the linear system (∂ + A)Ψ = 0, where Ψ = t(ψ1, . . . , ψ56). It reduces to three
differential equations for the components ψ1,ψ7 and ψ˜16 := ψ16 − 6556√3ψ
(4)
7 − 10799576√6ψ
(9)
1 :
∂10ψ˜16 = − 12
133
√
6p′ψ1 − 16
133
√
6pψ′1, (82)
(2p+
115
48384
∂18)ψ7 =
(25
7
√
2p(3)∂2 +
38
7
√
2p(2)∂3 +
25
21
√
2p(4)∂ +
703
84
√
2
p′∂4
+
9
28
√
2
p(5) +
17
7
√
2
p∂5 − 11
48384
√
2
∂23
)
ψ1, (83)
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( 31
912
√
6
p(10) +
1151
2736
√
6
p(9)∂ +
1067
456
√
6
p(8)∂2 +
3509
456
√
6
p(7)∂3 +
3773
228
√
6
p(6)∂4
+
3685
152
√
6
p(5)∂5 +
11107
456
√
6
p(4)∂6 +
827
152
√
3
2
p(3)∂7 +
317
48
√
6
p′′∂8 +
19871
19152
√
6
p′∂9
− 505
2394
√
6
p∂10 − 229
9455616
√
6
∂28
)
ψ1 +
(
− 1
4
√
3
p(5) − 1
2
√
3p(4)∂ − 17
4
√
3
p(3)∂2
− 5
2
√
3p′′∂3 − 457
56
√
3
p′∂4 − 29
7
√
3
∂5 − 7
27648
√
3
∂23
)
ψ7 +
(
p′ + 4p∂
)
ψ˜16 = 0. (84)
Eliminating ψ˜16 and ψ7, we obtain the differential equation including the pseudo-differential
operator for the top component ψ1 of Ψ.
For E8, from the 248-dimensional adjoint representation whose structure constants
can be evaluated in [42, 43], the linear problem (62) can be formulated. Since it is rather
complicated, we do not write down the (pseudo-)ODE here. But for the completeness the
generators in the adjoint representation of E8 are presented in the appendix.
From these pseudo-ODEs we expect that the Wronskians of the solutions satisfy the
E-type T-/Y-systems, which is left for future study.
6 Conclusions and Discussions
In this paper, we studied the relation between the quantum spectral curves of the Argyres-
Douglas theories and the integrable systems represented by the functional relations. For a
class of the AD theories without flavor symmetry, the quantum spectral curves become the
ordinary differential equations which appear in the study of the ODE/IM correspondence.
We used the ODE/IM correspondence to obtain the T-system and Y-system satisfied by
the Wronskians of the solutions. In particular we have studied in detail for (A1, An)-type
ODE with even n and found that the corresponding integrable models are realized by the
non-unitary minimal models as predicted by the 4d/2d correspondence of the AD theories.
This was generalized to a class of (Am, An)-type ODEs. Thus the ODE/IM correspondence
provides a useful tool to study the AD theories explicitly from the viewpoint of the
integrable systems. In particular, we have shown an explicit connection between the
Y-functions and the quantum periods of the (A1, An)-type AD theories. The quantum
periods can be expanded analytically in terms of the integrals of motion of the 2d CFT [34,
38]. It is an interesting problem to compare the higher order corrections to the quantum
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periods in the WKB approximation and the one obtained from the TBA equations in order
to see the connection between the AD theories and the 2d integrable system more precisely.
It is also interesting to generalize the present massless ODE/IM correspondence to the
massive ODE/IM correspondence [20], which describes the flow between two distinct AD
theories via the integrable deformations.
For odd n, the (A1, An)-type AD theories have flavor symmetries [4] and the related
2d CFT has the affine Lie algebra symmetry. It is interesting to study the corresponding
2d CFT from the viewpoint of the ODE/IM correspondence [44].
The quantum spectral curves for the (Am, An)-type AD theories can be regarded as the
differential equations obtained from the conformal limit of the linear problem associated
with the modified A
(1)
m affine Toda field equations. Based on this construction we propose
the quantum spectral curve for (g, A1)-type AD theories for simply-laced Lie algebra g.
However the (pseudo-)ODE is rather complicated. So it would be better to study the
T-/Y-systems and the TBA equations from the Wronskian of the solutions of the linear
system [20, 46].
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A Matrix Representation for Er-type Lie algebras
In this appendix we summarize the matrix representations for the Er-type Lie algebras.
In particular, we give the explicit matrix representation for the Chevalley generator Eαi
(i = 0, . . . , r). Other generators E−αi and α
∨
i ·H can be expressed as
E−αi =
tEαi , α
∨
i ·H = [Eαi , E−αi ]. (85)
In the following Ei,j denotes the matrix with components δiaδjb.
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For E6, the highest root is θ = α1+2α2+3α3+2α4+α5+2α6. In the 27-dimensional
representation, the generators Eαi are given by
Eα1 = E1,2 + E12,15 + E14,17 + E16,19 + E18,21 + E20,22,
Eα2 = E2,3 + E10,12 + E11,14 + E13,16 + E21,23 + E22,24,
Eα3 = E3,4 + E8,10 + E9,11 + E16,18 + E19,21 + E24,25,
Eα4 = E4,5 + E6,8 + E11,13 + E14,16 + E17,19 + E25,26,
Eα5 = E5,7 + E8,9 + E10,11 + E12,14 + E15,17 + E26,27,
Eα6 = E4,6 + E5,8 + E7,9 + E18,20 + E21,22 + E23,24,
Eα0 = E20,1 + E22,1 + E24,3 + E25,4 + E26,5 + E27,7. (86)
For E7, the highest root is θ = 2α1 + 3α2 + 4α3 + 3α4 + 2α5 + α6 + 2α7. In the
56-dimensional representation, the generators Eαi are given by
Eα1 = E7,8 + E9,10 + E11,12 + E13,15 + E16,18 + E19,22 + E35,38
+ E39,41 + E42,44 + E45,46 + E47,48 + E49,50, (87)
Eα2 = E5,6 + E7,9 + E8,10 + E20,23 + E24,26 + E27,29 + E28,30
+ E31,33 + E34,37 + E47,49 + E48,50 + E51,52, (88)
Eα3 = E5,7 + E6,9 + E12,14 + E15,17 + E18,21 + E22,25
+ E32,35 + E36,39 + E40,42 + E43,45 + E48,51 + E50,52, (89)
Eα4 = E4,5 + E9,11 + E10,12 + E17,20 + E21,24 + E25,28
+ E29,32 + E33,36 + E37,40 + E45,47 + E46,48 + E52,53, (90)
Eα5 = E3,4 + E11,13 + E12,15 + E14,17 + E24,27 + E26,29
+ E28,31 + E30,33 + E40,43 + E42,45 + E44,46 + E53,54, (91)
Eα6 = E2,3 + E13,16 + E15,18 + E17,21 + E20,24 + E23,26
+ E31,34 + E33,37 + E36,40 + E39,42 + E41,44 + E54,55, (92)
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Eα7 = E1,2 + E16,19 + E18,22 + E21,25 + E24,28 + E26,30
+ E27,31 + E29,33 + E32,36 + E35,39 + E38,41 + E55,56, (93)
Eα0 = E38,1 + E41,2 + E44,3 + E46,4 + E48,5 + E50,6
+ E51,7 + E52,9 + E53,11 + E54,13 + E55,16 + E56,19. (94)
For the Lie algebra E8 the highest root is given by θ = 2α1 +3α2 +4α3 +5α4 +6α5 +
4α6 + 2α7 + 3α8. In the 248-dimensional representation, the generators Eαi are given by
Eα1 = 2E1,9 − E2,9 −E10,17 − E18,24 − E25,31 − E32,38 − E39,45 −E40,46 −E47,52 −E48,53
−E54,59 −E55,60 − E61,65 − E62,66 − E67,71 − E68,72 − E69,73 −E74,78 −E75,79 −E80,84
−E81,85 −E86,89 − E87,90 − E91,94 − E92,95 − E96,99 − E100,103 − E104,107 −E108,111
−E127,128 − E129,1 + E137,130 + E144,138 + E151,145 + E158,152 + E165,159 + E166,160
+ E172,167 + E173,168 + E179,174 + E180,175 + E185,181 + E186,182 + E191,187 + E192,188
+ E193,189 + E198,194 + E199,195 + E204,200 + E205,201 + E209,206 + E210,207 + E214,211
+ E215,212 + E219,216 + E223,220 + E227,224 + E231,228 + E248,247, (95)
Eα2 = −E1,10 + 2E2,10 − E3,10 + E9,17 −E11,18 − E19,25 − E26,32 − E33,39 − E34,40 −E41,47
−E42,48 −E49,54 − E50,55 − E56,61 − E57,62 − E63,68 − E64,69 −E70,75 −E71,77 −E76,81
−E78,83 −E82,87 − E84,88 − E89,93 − E94,97 − E95,98 − E99,102 − E103,106 −E107,110
−E111,114 − E126,127 −E130,2 − E137,129 + E138,131 + E145,139 + E152,146 + E159,153
+ E160,154 + E167,161 + E168,162 + E174,169 + E175,170 + E181,176 + E182,177 + E188,183
+ E189,184 + E195,190 + E197,191 + E201,196 + E203,198 + E207,202 + E208,204 + E213,209
+ E217,214 + E218,215 + E222,219 + E226,223 + E230,227 + E234,231 + E247,246, (96)
22
Eα3 = −E2,11 + 2E3,11 − E4,11 + E10,18 − E12,19 + E17,24 − E20,26 − E27,33 − E28,34 − E35,41
− E36,42 − E43,49 − E44,50 −E51,57 −E58,64 −E61,67 − E65,71 − E68,74 − E72,78 − E75,80
− E79,84 − E81,86 − E85,89 −E87,92 −E90,95 −E97,101 −E102,105 − E106,109 −E110,113
− E114,116 −E125,126 − E131,3 − E138,130 + E139,132 − E144,137 + E146,140 + E153,147
+ E154,148 + E161,155 + E162,156 + E169,163 + E170,164 + E177,171 + E184,178 + E187,181
+ E191,185 + E194,188 + E198,192 + E200,195 + E204,199 + E206,201 + E209,205 + E212,207
+ E215,210 + E221,217 + E225,222 + E229,226 + E233,230 + E236,234 + E246,245, (97)
Eα4 = −E3,12 + 2E4,12 − E5,12 + E11,19 − E13,20 + E18,25 − E21,27 − E22,28 + E24,31 − E29,35
− E30,36 −E37,44 −E49,56 −E54,61 − E57,63 − E59,65 − E62,68 − E64,70 − E66,72 −E69,75
− E73,79 −E86,91 −E89,94 −E92,96 − E93,97 − E95,99 − E98,102 − E109,112 −E113,115
− E116,118 − E124,125 −E132,4 −E139,131 + E140,133 − E145,138 + E147,141 + E148,142
− E151,144 + E155,149 + E156,150 + E164,157 + E176,169 + E181,174 + E183,177 + E185,179
+ E188,182 + E190,184 + E192,186 + E195,189 + E199,193 + E211,206 + E214,209 + E216,212
+ E217,213 + E219,215 + E222,218 + E232,229 + E235,233 + E238,236 + E245,244, (98)
Eα5 = −E4,13 + 2E5,13 −E6,13 − E8,13 + E12,20 − E14,21 − E16,22 + E19,26 − E23,29 + E25,32
+ E31,38 −E36,43 −E42,49 − E44,51 − E48,54 − E50,57 − E53,59 − E55,62 −E60,66 −E70,76
−E75,81 − E79,85 − E80,86 − E84,89 − E88,93 −E96,100 − E99,103 − E102,106 −E105,109
−E115,117 − E118,119 − E123,124 −E133,5 −E140,132 + E141,134 + E142,136 −E146,139
+ E149,143 − E152,145 −E158,151 + E163,156 + E169,162 + E171,164 + E174,168 + E177,170
+ E179,173 + E182,175 + E186,180 + E196,190 + E201,195 + E205,199 + E206,200 + E209,204
+ E213,208 + E220,216 + E223,219 + E226,222 + E229,225 + E237,235 + E239,238 + E244,243,
(99)
23
Eα6 = −E5,14 + 2E6,14 − E7,14 + E13,21 − E15,23 + E20,27 − E22,30 + E26,33 − E28,36 + E32,39
−E34,42 + E38,45 − E40,48 −E46,53 −E51,58 −E57,64 − E62,69 − E63,70 − E66,73 − E68,75
−E72,79 −E74,80 −E78,84 − E83,88 − E100,104 −E103,107 − E106,110 −E109,113 − E112,115
−E119,121 − E122,123 −E134,6 −E141,133 + E143,135 −E147,140 + E150,142 − E153,146
+ E156,148 −E159,152 + E162,154 − E165,158 + E168,160 + E173,166 + E178,171 + E184,177
+ E189,182 + E190,183 + E193,186 + E195,188 + E199,192 + E200,194 + E204,198 + E208,203
+ E224,220 + E227,223 + E230,226 + E233,229 + E235,232 + E241,239 + E243,242, (100)
Eα7 = −E6,15 + 2E7,15 + E14,23 + E21,29 + E27,35 − E30,37 + E33,41 −E36,44 + E39,47 −E42,50
− E43,51 + E45,52 −E48,55 − E49,57 − E53,60 − E54,62 − E56,63 − E59,66 −E61,68 −E65,72
− E67,74 − E71,78 − E77,83 − E104,108 − E107,111 − E110,114 − E113,116 −E115,118 − E117,119
− E120,122 −E135,7 −E143,134 − E149,141 −E155,147 + E157,150 −E161,153 + E164,156
− E167,159 + E170,162 + E171,163 −E172,165 + E175,168 + E177,169 + E180,173 + E182,174
+ E183,176 + E186,179 + E188,181 + E192,185 + E194,187 + E198,191 + E203,197 + E228,224
+ E231,227 + E234,230 + E236,233 + E238,235 + E239,237 + E242,240, (101)
Eα8 = −E5,16 + 2E8,16 + E13,22 + E20,28 − E21,30 + E26,34 − E27,36 + E29,37 + E32,40 −E33,42
+ E35,44 + E38,46 − E39,48 + E41,50 − E45,53 + E47,55 + E52,60 − E76,82 − E81,87 − E85,90
− E86,92 − E89,95 − E91,96 − E93,98 − E94,99 −E97,102 − E101,105 − E117,120 −E119,122
− E121,123 −E136,8 −E142,133 − E148,140 + E150,141 − E154,146 + E156,147 −E157,149
− E160,152 + E162,153 −E164,155 − E166,158 + E168,159 − E170,161 + E173,165 −E175,167
− E180,172 + E202,196 + E207,201 + E210,205 + E212,206 + E215,209 + E216,211 + E218,213
+ E219,214 + E222,217 + E225,221 + E240,237 + E242,239 + E243,241, (102)
24
Eα0 = −E1,248 − E9,247 −E17,246 − E24,245 − E31,244 − E38,243 − E45,242 −E46,241 −E52,240
+ E53,239 −E59,238 −E60,237 + E65,236 + E66,235 − E71,234 − E72,233 − E73,232 + E77,231
+ E78,230 + E79,229 − E83,227 − E84,226 −E85,225 + E88,223 + E89,222 + E90,221 − E93,219
− E94,218 − E95,217 + E97,215 + E98,214 + E99,213 − E101,210 −E102,209 − E103,208
+ E105,205 + E106,204 + E107,203 −E109,199 − E110,198 −E111,197 + E112,193 + E113,192
+ E114,191 − E115,186 − E116,185 + E117,180 + E118,179 −E119,173 + E120,172 + E121,166
+ E122,165 + E123,158 + E124,151 + E125,144 + E126,137 + E127,129 + 2E128,1 + 3E128,2
+ 4E128,3 + 5E128,4 + 6E128,5 + 4E128,6 + 2E128,7 + 3E128,8. (103)
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